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What’s it like to be Black?



Agenda

§ Race: what it means and why it 
matters

§ Impact on students’ lived 
experiences

§ Important concepts

§ How to minimize disproportionate 
impacts

§ Q&A





What’s it like to be Black?



Defining “Race”

§Religious

§Biological

§Social



“What are you?”

“No, but where are you really
from?”



Racial identity
Internally constructed and externally applied 
simultanously



Racialization
The social process by which a society adds racial 
meaning to a group of people that that group of people 
didn't choose for themselves



Systems of 
Oppression

§ Racism

§ Sexism

§ Heterosexism

§ Homophobia

§ Ableism

§ Classism

§ Ageism

§ Anti-Semitism

§ Islamophobia

§ And more…



Intersectionality





Intersectionality



The Urgency of 
Intersectionality





Intersectionality



white 
supremacy 
culture

§ A political and socio-economic system 
where white people experience 
structural advantages that other racial 
and ethnic groups do not.



white supremacy culture



white supremacy culture



Privilege § Certain structural advantages that 
people in a society’s dominant social 
group experience that folks who are not 
in that group do not



Privilege § Recognize and consciously use your 
privilege to the benefit of all people—
including those who don’t have it.



Equity isn’t a zero-
sum game

Giving an advantage to 
someone who doesn’t 
have it, doesn’t require 
taking it from someone 

who does



Putting your privilege to work

Understand your 
own social 
identity

1

Understand how 
you’ve been 
socialized

2

Take action in the 
direction of 
change

3



§ Gender / gender identity

§ Race / ethnicity

§ Ability status

§ Sexual Orientation

§ Education

§ Religion

§ Age

§ Class (socio-economic)

§ Language

§ Nationality / citizenship

§ Which identity do you consider or think of 
most often? Why?

§ Which identity do you consider or think of 
least? Why do you think that is?

§ Which identity or identities are used as the 
basis for denying you access or privileges? 
How?

§ Which identity or identities grant you with 
access or privileges? How?



Putting your privilege to work

Understand your 
own social 
identity

1

Understand how 
you’ve been 
socialized

2

Take action in the 
direction of 
change

3



Cycle of Socialization
First Socialization

Institutional 
and Cultural 
Socialization

Enforcements

Results

Direction
for Change

Actions

The
Beginning

Core

Resulting in

Dissonance, Silence,
Anger, Dehumanization, 

Guilt, Collusion, Ignorance,
Self-Hatred, Stress, Lack of Reality,

Horizontal Violence,
Inconsistency, Violence, Crime,

Internalization of Patterns
of Power

Born into World with 
Mechanics in Place

No Blame, No Consciousness, 
No Guilt, No Choice

Limited Information
No Information
Misinformation

      Biases
      Stereotypes
      Prejudices
      History
      Habit
      Tradition

Reinforced/
Bombarded with 
Messages from 

Institutions Culture
Churches Practices
Schools Song Lyrics
Television Language
Legal System  Media
Mental Health Patterns of
Medicine Thought

 Business 

On Concious and 
Uncounious Levels

 Socialized
Taught on a Personal Level
by Parents. Relatives. Teachers,
People We Love and Trust:
Shapers of Expectations, Norms.
Values, Roles, Rules, Models of Ways to Be,
Sources of Dreams

Enforced

Sanctioned

Stigmatized

Rewards and
Punishments

Privilege

Persecution

Discrimination

Empowerment

Fear
Ignorance
Confusion
Insecurity

Do Nothing

Don’t Make
Waves

Promote 
Status Quo

     Change
    Raise Consciousness
   Interrupt 
  Educate
 Take a Stand
Question
Reframe

Harro, B. (2000). The Cycle of Socialization. In M. Adams, W. Blumenfeld, R. Castaneda,
H. Hackman, M. Peters. & X. Zuniga (Eds.), Readings for diversity and social justice, pp. 16-21. 
New York: Routledge



Putting your privilege to work

Understand your 
own social 
identity

1

Understand how 
you’ve been 
socialized

2

Take action in the 
direction of 
change
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Take action:
Organizationally

§ Name oppression, racism, and white supremacy 
culture for what they are

§ Host required anti-racist, inclusivity trainings

§ Confirm that decisionmakers are involved, engaged, 
and committed

§ Draft an original equity statement

§ Review all processes through an anti-racist lens

§ Diversify staff at all levels

§ Establish metrics for success



Take action:
Personally

§Show up

§Look within

§Practice empathy

§Fill your own cup

§Educate yourself



Questions?

Itzel Hayward

itzel@attunedliving.com

(510) 296-3952

Find downloadable resources at:

attunedliving.com/resources 

mailto:itzel@attunedliving.com


Thank you

Itzel Hayward

itzel@attunedliving.com

(510) 296-3952

Find downloadable resources at:

attunedliving.com/resources 
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